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Abstract

Data on irradiation hardening and embrittlement of 8–10Cr normalized and tempered martensitic steel (TMS) alloys
has been compiled from the literature, including results from neutron, spallation proton (SP) and He-ion (HI) irradiations.
Limitations of this database are briefly described. Simple, phenomenological–empirical fitting models were used to assess
the dose (displacement-per-atom, dpa), irradiation temperature (Ti) and test temperature (Tt) dependence of yield stress
changes (Dry), as well as the corresponding dependence of sub-sized Charpy V-notch impact test transition temperature
shifts (DTc). The Dry are generally similar for SP and neutron irradiations, with very high and low helium to dpa ratios,
respectively. Further, the Dry trends were found to be remarkably consistent with the Ti and dpa hardening-dependence of
low alloy steels irradiated at much lower doses. The similar Ti and (low) dose dependence of Dry and DTc, as well as an
analysis of paired DTc–Dry datasets, show that embrittlement is typically dominated by a hardening mechanism below
about 400 �C. However, the corresponding hardening-Charpy shift coefficient, Cc = DTc/Dry � 0.38 ± 0.18 �C/MPa is
lower than that for the fracture toughness reference temperature, T0, with DT0/Dry � 0.58 ± 0.1 �C/MPa, indicating that
sub-sized Charpy tests provide non-conservative estimates of embrittlement. The Cc increases at Ti > 400 �C, and DTc > 0
are sometimes observed in association with Dry 6 0, indicative of a non-hardening embrittlement (NHE) contribution.
Analysis of limited data on embrittlement due to thermal aging supports this conclusion, and we hypothesize that the
NHE regime may be shifted to lower temperatures by radiation enhanced diffusion. Possible effects of helium on embrit-
tlement for Ti between 300 and 400 �C are also assessed based on observed trends in Cc. The available data is limited, scat-
tered, and potentially confounded. However, collectively the database suggests that there is a minimal NHE due to helium
up to several hundred appm. However, a contribution of helium to NHE appears to emerge at higher helium concentra-
tions, estimated to be more than 400–600 appm. This is accompanied by a transition from transgranular cleavage (TGC) to
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intergranular fracture (IGF). IGF generally occurs only at high Dry. Synergistic combinations of large Dry and severe
NHE, due to helium weakening of grain boundaries, could lead to very large transition temperature shifts in first wall
and blanket structures at fusion spectrum dose levels above 50–75 dpa and in SP irradiations at much lower doses.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

An important objective for the fusion materials
community is to develop a high quality database
on the effects of irradiation on the constitutive and
fracture properties of 8–10Cr normalized and
tempered martensitic steel (TMS) alloys. This paper
focuses on changes in the tensile yield stress (Dry)
and irradiation embrittlement, characterized by
transition temperature shifts (DTc), measured in
sub-sized Charpy V-notch impact tests. A high qual-
ity database is needed to develop predictive models
of the changes in Dry and DTc (and other proper-
ties) as a function of the combination of all signifi-
cant metallurgical and irradiation variables. The
metallurgical variables include the start-of-life alloy
composition (wt%), microchemistry and microstruc-
ture, including the effects of thermo-mechanical
processing treatment (TMT). The primary irradia-
tion variables include irradiation temperature (Ti)
and the neutron flux (/), energy spectrum [/(E)]
and fluence (/t). The neutron irradiation variables
are best represented in terms of the total and rates
of production of damaging species, including dis-
placements-per-atom (dpa), helium, hydrogen and
solid transmutation products (appm). Post-irradia-
tion testing and data analysis variables are also sig-
nificant. For example, Dry depends on the test
temperature (Tt). Ultimately a comprehensive and
high quality database will be analyzed with physi-
cally based, multiscale models [1–3]. Such models
will sequentially relate (a) the primary variables to
microstructural evolutions; (b) the effects of these
evolutions on fundamental structure-sensitive con-
stitutive and local fracture properties; (c) and the
consequences of changes in these fundamental prop-
erties to more complex engineering properties, like
DTc (and corresponding shifts in the fracture tough-
ness reference temperature, DT0 [1–3]). In the
interim, simpler phenomenological–empirical mod-
els and physically motivated correlations will be
used to analyze the growing, but imperfect
database.

There have been many irradiation studies aimed
at contributing to such a database. Among the
most notable are the International Energy Agency
(IEA) round robin project on the Japanese F82H
steel [4,5], as well as the large program in Europe
currently focusing on various heats of the Eurofer
steel [6–8]. There are also other data based on
irradiations of TMS with spallation protons (SP),
which generate very high levels of helium and
hydrogen [9–13]. Other pertinent data includes
accelerator based ion irradiations, including
with high energy He-ions (HI) [14,15]. In this
paper, we summarize the preliminary results of
an ongoing effort to tabulate and analyze exist-
ing Dry and DTc data on TMS alloys. One
objective is to gain a practical, working knowledge
of what is required in a mechanical property
database to make it functionally useful and of
‘high quality’; and to assess the state of the exist-
ing data in this context. A second objective is to
carry out a simple preliminary analysis to gain
insight on the variables that control Dry and
DTc, including high levels of transmutation prod-
uct helium.

The effects of high levels of helium under condi-
tions of simultaneous displacement damage produc-
tion and irradiation embrittlement are two of the
most important issues facing the development of
TMS for fusion applications. Indeed, it is largely
concerns about helium that have motivated the need
for the International Fusion Materials Irradiation
Facility. Because of the high sink density that acts
as traps, martensitic steels are generally believed to
be relatively immune to helium effects [16–18]. How-
ever, at high helium levels, a significant population
of bubbles forms, with number densities, sizes and
spatial distributions that depend on the irradiation
temperature and the alloy microstructure. The
amount and distribution of helium on grain bound-
aries is likely to be particularly significant [19]. One
school of thought has asserted that helium plays a
dominant role in embrittlement [20–28], in some
cases [20–22] even apparently showing a linear cor-
relation between helium concentration and DTc. A
contrary view attributes a dominant role to irradia-
tion hardening induced embrittlement, where the
hardening is primarily associated with displacement



1 Chemical composition, normalizing–tempering temperatures
and times, hot/cold work strains; specimen size, geometry,
orientation, test temperature, strain rate; irradiation source,
dpa dose and dose rate, irradiation temperature, He and H;
baseline versus post-irradiation tensile (ry, ru, rf, eu, et, RA),
Charpy (DBTT, USE, ryd) – all with uncertainties.
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damage. Thus, at least up to some concentration,
helium only plays a secondary role [1,15], mainly
through a direct or indirect effect on hardening.
The sensitivity of hardening to helium generally
appears to be modest below very high levels. How-
ever, to date it has not been possible to obtain reli-
able experimental assessment of helium effects on
fast fracture in candidate materials at damage rates,
doses and temperatures relevant to the first wall and
blanket environment. Thus there has been no clear
experimental resolution of this issue. Within the
framework described below, we assess the issue of
helium effects on fast fracture based on existing
data.

Our analysis addresses several specific issues.

• The dpa, Ti, Tt (for Dry) and metallurgical vari-
able dependence of Dry and DTc.

• The relation between Dry and DTc to characterize
hardening and non-hardening induced embrittle-
ment.

• The reliability of Charpy-based DTc as a surro-
gate for fracture toughness reference temperature
(T0) shifts (DT0).

• The possible role of irradiation induced or
enhanced non-hardening embrittlement (NHE)
mechanisms on DTc.

• The possible effect of helium on fast fracture both
in terms of the local fracture mode and embrittle-
ment shifts DTc.

2. Compilation of the existing irradiation hardening

and embrittlement data

Detailed descriptions of the development of a
computer accessible database will be provided in
the future. Most of the data is for neutron irradia-
tions, but we also include a significant body of
results of spallation proton (SP) irradiations, which
generate from �60 to 150 appm He/dpa, as well as
limited data from high energy He-ion (HI) irradia-
tion studies implanting up to 5000 appm He. Cur-
rently, the database consists of 834 entries for Dry

and 595 entries for DTc. However, not all of the
hardening and embrittlement data entries contain
sufficient ancillary information to be useful in our
analysis.

We first established a set of variables and param-
eters for each Dry and DTc entry that are needed in a
database for it to be useful. Basically, it is necessary
to have comparable baseline and irradiated data
and to know the details1 of (a) the metallurgical
variables, including alloy composition and TMT
processing history; (b) the irradiation variables; (c)
the descriptions of the test procedures and methods
used to reduce, analyze and parameterize the data.
Of course, it is also important to characterize uncer-
tainties, assumptions and any possible biases in
these variables, methods and parameters. There
are also often complications in an experiment that
are important to know, such as variations in Ti.
Based on these criteria, it is necessary to conclude
that the existing data generally do not yet comprise
a high quality and optimally useful database. A
partial list of limitations we found is as follows:

• In some cases there was incomplete and uncertain
characterization of the alloy and poorly defined
pairs of baseline and irradiated data sets.

• Most often there was no indication of uncertain-
ties in key variables, that are known to often be
poorly defined, or even biased, particularly Ti.

• Often there is no reported assessment of possible
uncertainties or bias in the test measurements
and data reduction-parameterization procedures.
This is a particular issue for the DTc that often
were deduced from a small and, indeed, typically
insufficient number of specimens.

Due to such limitations, the analysis presented
below provides only a systematic, first-iteration
assessment of the relations of Dry and DTc to dpa,
Ti, Tt and metallurgical variables. However, we also
note that some recent datasets [8,29] on Dry are of
much higher quality, which will be apparent in the
analysis that follows. Since many different alloys
have been irradiated under very different irradiation
conditions, it is necessary to reduce the number of
independent variables to make the analysis tracta-
ble. This is discussed in Section 3.

3. Preliminary data analysis

We first carry out an analysis involving a mini-
mum number of independent variables. Thus it is
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necessary first to define broad alloy categories and
Ti bins to make the analysis tractable. The lumped
data are naturally very scattered, but statistical fits
can still be used to establish broad, common trends
in Dry and DTc as a function of dpa, Ti and Tt (for
Dry). Predicted minus measured residual plots,
including those for other potential variables not
included in the primary fits, can then be used to
identify inaccuracies and biases in the first-iteration
model. The first-iteration model can also be used to
adjust the data to a common set of dpa and/or Ti

conditions. We divided the alloys into four broad
categories: (a) F82H; (b) Eurofer; (c) other 9CrW
steels containing 9 ± 1.5% Cr and 1–2% W; and
(d) 9CrMo steels containing 9 ± 1.5% Cr and
1 ± 0.5% Mo. Except at the lowest and highest irra-
diation temperatures, the Ti binning, described
below, generally ranged from about ±15 to
±25 �C around the nominal value. These Ti bins
are on the order of the corresponding irradiation
temperature uncertainties. In general, the SP irradi-
ation data have larger uncertainties in Ti. The test
temperature Tt is also a very important variable.
Most often the Dry data is reported for Tt � Ti or
Tt � room temperature (�23 �C), and sometimes
both. The Dry generally decreases with increasing
Tt. Thus, we analyzed available datasets to quantify
this effect. However, since there is much more avail-
able data, the Dry results presented in this section
are for nominally Tt � Ti, except for Ti < 220 �C,
where most of the data is for Tt � 23 �C. In a few
cases where only Tt 5 Ti data are available, the
data for Tt � Ti ± 50 �C were also included.

3.1. Analysis of the Dry data [7–12,14,23,29–66]

A useful general fitting expression for Dry is

Dry ¼ Drys½1� expð�dpa=dpa0Þ�
p þ Dr0: ð1Þ

Here Drys is a saturation hardening, dpa0 specifies
the dose transient prior to saturation, and p is an
effective dispersed-barrier hardening exponent. The
constant hardening increment, Dr0, allows for either
(a) a very rapid, but saturating, low dose hardening
mechanism; or (b) a threshold dose for the initiation
of hardening. The saturating form of Eq. (1) can be
physically related to the depletion of solutes, in the
case of a precipitation hardening mechanism, or an
excluded volume type effect in the case of the accu-
mulation of displacement damage-type defects. The
initial rate of hardening is characterized by
Drys=dpap

0.
More complex forms and detailed physical treat-
ments could be used, but they must be based on
comprehensive microstructural observations and
more detailed mechanistic understanding and mod-
els than are within the scope of this initial analysis.
In the case of simple dispersed barrier hardening
with one type, size and strength of hardening
feature, and with a number density that initially
increases linearly with dose, p � 1/2. This is the
so-called Makin and Minter model [30,31]. How-
ever, p may deviate from a value of 1/2 for a wide
variety of reasons. These include combinations of
increases in the size of a fixed number of features,
size-dependent feature dislocation obstacle strength,
distributions in the number, sizes and strengths of
features and superposition of the various contribu-
tions to the overall strengthening. However, in view
of the limitations of the present database, and the
desire to make cross-comparisons between alloy
classes and different Ti, we sought simplicity and
consistency in the first-iteration fitting form, rather
than additional complexity. Thus, we fixed a value
of p = 1/2 and Dr0 = 0. Note that this fitting expres-
sion has the advantage that low dose data can be
used to obtain estimates of the combined k =
Drys/

p
dpa0 fit parameter, even in the absence of

high dose data. Thus broad trends in the Drys and
dpa0 can then be used in such cases to derive a
self-consistent model within the range of the data.

Fig. 1(a)–(g) shows plots of Dry versus
p

dpa for
Ti bins of (a) 25–220 �C (nominal 120 �C); (b) 250–
280 �C (nominal 265 �C); (c) nominal 300 �C; (d)
300–360 �C (nominal 330 �C); (e) 365–390 �C (nom-
inal 380 �C); (f) 400–440 �C (nominal 420 �C); (g)
and >440 �C (nominal 500 �C) [4,7–12,14,23,29,32–
66]. The black solid lines are Dry = kr

p
dpa fits

for the low dose data (note, kr � k) and the black
solid-double-dashed lines are the fits for the saturat-
ing form given in Eq. (1) with p = 1/2 and Dr0 = 0.
In the case of neutron irradiations, different filled
symbols are used to code the alloy class with circles,
diamonds and squares for F82H, 9Cr–W and 9Cr–
Mo alloys, respectively. The first-iteration fits are
for irradiations with neutrons and SP (open sym-
bols) and for all the alloy classes in each of the nom-
inal Ti bins.

Fig. 1(a) shows the results for Ti < 220 �C. The
majority of the data is for SP irradiations of 9Cr–
1Mo steels, primarily from LANSCE irradiations
(open symbols) with �150 appm He/dpa, while the
partially filled diamonds show the data from SINQ
irradiations with �60 to 83 appm He/dpa. The
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overall scatter bands for the SP and neutron irradi-
ations overlap. Farrell reported that the heavy
dashed line shown in Fig. 1(a), which falls near
the top of the SP irradiation scatter band, provides
a good fit for both the SP and neutron data for irra-
diations in the high flux isotope reactor for doses
between �0.05 and 1 dpa [48]. However, most of
the LANSCE Dry data, at the highest He/dpa, tend
to fall at the top of the SP irradiation scatter band in
Fig. 1(a), and hardening continues to a higher dpa
in this case. Thus this may signal the onset of an
effect of helium on Dry at very high He/dpa. But
there are also a few LANSCE data points lying at
the lower bound of the scatter band, and the overall
mean trend of both the neutron and SP irradiation
hardening data appears to be saturating at Drys �
390 MPa at a low dpa0 � 0.8 dpa, albeit with very
large uncertainty limits. Thus the effect of helium
on hardening at low Ti remains somewhat ambigu-
ous. The single HI irradiation Dry data point, with a
high He/dpa ratio �6300 appm/dpa, falls substan-
tially above the scatter bands for both the SP and
neutron irradiations.

In the case of Ti � 265 �C, shown in Fig. 1(b),
most of the data is for neutron irradiations, except
of a few SP data (50–83 appm He/dpa) including
the highest dose irradiations to �9 dpa. The latter
was used to fit the saturating form for Dry. Satura-
tion nominally occurs at a much higher dose, with
dpa0 � 6.4, than for the Ti = 120 �C irradiations.
There does not appear to be a large and systematic
difference in the Dry for the various alloy classes.
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The nominal saturation Drys � 460 MPa, is actually
slightly higher at 265 �C, compared to the lowest
Ti � 120 �C. The hardening rate for HI irradiations
is again substantially higher than for neutrons.

The data shown in Fig. 1(c) is based on a recent
set of neutron irradiation Dry data reported by
Rensman and Lucon [8,29] for a narrow range of
Ti � 300 �C. The data for various Tt have been
adjusted to a common value of 300 �C. The 9Cr–
W data in this case are for various heats of Eurofer.
Although limited to doses less than 10 dpa, the
300 �C results constitute a very high quality dataset
and can be considered a lynchpin for other parts of
the database and analysis. While the dose does not
reach saturation levels, the data are sufficient to pro-
vide reasonable estimates for both Drys � 490 MPa
and dpa0 � 6.8 dpa. As shown below, the 300 �C
Drys is higher than at any other Ti, but both the Drys
and dpa0 are reasonably consistent with extrapola-
tions of the trends at higher and lower Ti. The heavy
dashed line shows an extrapolation of the typical
hardening predicted for low Cu (<0.07%) low alloy
(C–Mn–Si–Mo–Ni) quenched and tempered bainitic
RPV steels irradiated at �290 �C to a much lower
maximum dpa of <0.06 dpa, is in remarkably good
agreement with initial Dry trend for the TMS alloys
in the dose range up to several dpa [67,68].

With the exception of two spallation proton irra-
diation data points (�80 appm He/dpa), the Dry at
Ti = 330 �C shown in Fig. 1(d) are for neutron
irradiations. Note, this dataset also includes some
F82H and Eurofer data at Ti = 300 �C previously
reported by Rensman. There is an apparent trend
towards saturation at a higher dpa0 � 7.7 dpa than
at both Ti = 265 �C and 300 �C. In general the
Dry data for the 9Cr–1Mo alloys fall above the
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hardening in the F82H and 9Cr–W alloys, with the
SP irradiation data lying near the lower bound of
the scatter band for this steel class. In this case,
the nominal saturation Drys � 420 MPa is lower
than that for both the 265 and 300 �C irradiations.

As shown in Fig. 1(e) and (f), the data is much
sparser at Ti P 380 �C, but, in this case, extend to
a significantly higher dpa for the irradiations which
were carried out in fast reactors. The Drys =
119 MPa at Ti = 380 �C and =57 MPa at 420 �C
are much less than for the lower Ti. There is no
low dose data in the transition in these cases to eval-
uate dpa0. Thus we used extrapolations of the trend
in Drys/

p
dpa0 from lower Ti to estimate dpa0 in this

case. The Dry for the 9Cr–1Mo alloys are again
higher than for the other steels (note, there is no
F82H data at Ti = 380 �C). There is a tendency
towards modest softening (Dry < 0) at Ti > 440 �C.
Much higher hardening is observed for the HI irra-
diations at both Ti = 420 and >440 �C.

Clearly, the reduced variable datasets are highly
scattered. However, this is not surprising since, in
addition to lumping various alloys within a broad
class, there are a variety of sources of uncertainty
and potential bias in the data and a range of Ti

and Tt, within the various data groupings. However,
in spite of the scatter, the fits can be used to estab-
lish broad trends in the database. Cross-plots of the
fit parameters as functions of Ti are shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2(a) plots the initial hardening rate coefficient
k = Drys/

p
dpa0, the Dry at 2 dpa and the satura-
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hardening, Drys, evaluated from the fits to the data shown in Fig. 1(a)–
normalized at 300 �C are also shown as the dotted-dash lines; (b) T
temperatures (open symbols) were estimated by combining a linear fit
tion hardening, Drys. The Ti-dependence of the
Dry parameters decreases with increasing dose
below Ti � 300 �C, but remains strong at higher Ti

even for Drys. The dotted-dash lines show a temper-
ature dependence predicted by a relation

DryðT Þ ¼ fTðT ÞDryðT rÞ: ð2Þ
Here fT(T) is a function independently derived by
Jones and Williams for very low dose irradiation
hardening of both C–Mn ferritic and RPV bainitic
steels [69]. The reference temperature, Tr, at
fT(Tr) = 1 is taken as 300 �C. The agreement be-
tween the predictions based on data fit for very
low dose ferritic and bainitic steel irradiations and
the trend for much higher dose Dry(Ti) data for
TMS alloys is striking, and lends considerable con-
fidence to the results of the analysis shown in
Fig. 2(a). Fig. 2(b) shows the saturation dose
parameter, dpa0, increases systematically with
increasing Ti up to �330 �C, and then apparently de-
creases at higher Ti. Due to the paucity and scatter
in the data, however, the estimates of Drys (at lower
Ti) and dpa0 (at higher Ti), are very uncertain, indi-
cating the need for additional data. Nevertheless the
average trends are systematic and reasonably self-
consistent compared to interpolations at Ti both
above and below 350 �C.

As noted above, Rensman has suggested that the
effect of test temperature can also be treated by a
dose-independent adjustment factor, g(Tt) =
Dry(Tt)/Dry(25 �C) that he derived from his
b
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Ti � 300 �C database [8]. This g(Tt), is shown in
Fig. 3 along with the corresponding g(Tt) for sets
of Dry(Tt) in our database for 250 6 Ti 6 300 �C.
The data are restricted to Tt 6 Ti + 50 �C to avoid
excessive damage annealing. The results scatter
around the Rensman’s g(Tt) but yield a similar
mean trend shown by the dashed least squares fit
line. Note that Rensman also found that g(Tt)
shows a larger decrease in Dry with increasing Tt

for lower Ti � 60 �C, which is probably due to
annealing effects.

Fig. 2 constitutes a first-iteration model for
Dry(dpa, Ti) for Ti � Tt. Fig. 4 shows model predic-
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tions of Dry(dpa) created for Ti = Tt from 200 to
500 �C using linear regression of k(Ti) and interpola-
tion of Drys. The Dry(dpa,Ti) model expression
between the actual and nominal Ti can be used to
adjust the individual data to a common set of condi-
tions. The results of adjusting the Dry for the irradi-
ations between Ti � 250 and 360 �C to a common
Ti = Tt = 300 �C are shown in Fig. 5. While there
is considerable scatter, primarily due to uncertainties
in Ti, clear separation of the data by the alloy group
is observed. Eq. (1) can be fit to the individual alloy
subsets of data. The dpa0/rys (dpa/MPa) are
7.7 ± 2.7/431 ± 53, 5.4 ± 1.7/395 ± 68, 10.2 ± 4.6/
590 ± 62 and 7.2 ± 0.9/510 ± 22, for F82H, 9CrW,
9CrMo and Eurofer97, respectively. The standard
deviation between the measured and predicted
values is �59, 55, 57 and 22 MPa for F82H, 9CrW,
9CrMo and Eurofer97, respectively. The limited SP
irradiation Dry for F82H follows the neutron irradi-
ation trends while those for 9CrMo appear to fall
below the fitted trend, but this may be due to the fact
that those specimens were irradiated �50 �C higher
temperature for the last 15% of the dose [10]. Further
refinement of the model, in part based on analysis of
the residuals, will be carried out in the future.

In summary, irradiation hardening can be
described by a saturating function of the

p
dpa that

is characterized by a saturation hardening, Drys,
and a saturation dose parameter, dpa0. The Drys

peaks at �490 MPa at Ti � 300 �C, with a weak
dependence at lower Ti at less than �300 �C. How-
ever, Drys decreases rapidly at higher temperatures,
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with softening observed at Ti > 440 �C. The satura-
tion dose parameter, dpa0, increases up to �330 �C,
but also appears to decrease at higher Ti. The low
dose hardening trends at �300 �C in the TMS alloys
are remarkably similar to those observed in much
lower dose irradiations of ferritic (C–Mn–Si) and
low alloy (C–Mn–Si–Mo–Ni) bainitic RPV steels.
The SP Dry are similar to or slightly less than for
neutron irradiations, at least for Ti between 250
and 360 �C. The Dry also decreases with increasing
Tt, in a way that can be approximately accounted
for with the adjustment factor shown in Fig. 3,
and can be primarily ascribed to the corresponding
change in the shear modulus. Finally, there are sys-
tematic differences in the Dry trends observed for
the various alloy classes that will be assessed in
more detail in the future. Note a number of these
trends were also identified in a neural network anal-
ysis of the database.

In closing we add one important caveat to this
analysis. Specifically, the dpa range is limited to rel-
atively low doses, especially for data at Ti 6 380 �C.
Thus these results should be revised as additional
data becomes available, and extreme caution should
be applied in extrapolating the results to higher dpa,
where high dose softening has been reported at
Ti � 400 �C [65], as well as general softening for
higher Ti P 430 �C [32,39,41,43,58,70,71].

3.2. Framework to assess various embrittlement

mechanisms

In this section we describe the framework to bet-
ter assess several different mechanisms of irradiation
embrittlement, including irradiation hardening and
various non-hardening embrittlement (NHE) pro-
cesses. It is noted that this framework has been used
to design a series of experiments that are being con-
ducted as part of the US–Japan collaborative irradi-
ation program in the high flux isotope reactor
(HFIR).

1. ‘Brittle’ fracture occurs in bcc alloys when the
elevated normal stress (rn = Mry) in front of a
notch or crack tip exceeds a critical local fracture
stress for transgranular cleavage (r�c) or inter-
granular (r�ig) fracture over a critical microstruc-
tural volume of material (V*), or rn(V*) P r�c .
Here, ry is the yield stress and M is a constraint
factor that varies between about 2 and 4 depend-
ing on the notch/crack geometry and the alloy
strain-hardening rate [1,72,73].
2. At low irradiation temperatures (< � 375–
400 �C), and in the absence of high levels of
helium embrittlement, (DTc) is due to irradiation
hardening and can be correlated with changes in
yield stress (Dry), as DTc = CcDry [1,15,72,73].
For Charpy impact tests. the value of the harden-
ing-embrittlement coefficient Cc depends on both
Dry and the elastic cleavage transition tempera-
ture and upper shelf energy of a particular unir-
radiated alloy [72].

3. As has been shown above, at high irradiation
temperatures (> � 440 �C) there is typically
either little or no hardening, or even some
degree of softening, with Dry 6 0. However,
positive DTc may occur in this temperature
regime as the result of reductions in r* due to
irradiation enhanced thermal aging processes
[1]. Such NHE processes include precipitation
or coarsening of brittle phases, grain boundary
segregation of solutes, such as phosphorous,
and instabilities in the tempered martensitic
substructure [1,24,74,75]. In 8–10Cr martensitic
steels containing significant quantities of tung-
sten, a primary non-hardening embrittlement
mechanism is precipitation of brittle Laves
phases on prior austenitic grain boundaries
(PAGs). Purely thermal NHE occurs at
�500 �C and above; but it appears that radia-
tion enhanced diffusion decreases the lower leg
of the time–temperature NHE C-curve to about
400 �C or less [1]. This is a concern, since com-
binations of Dry and NHE may give rise to very
large DTc. Significant NHE is signaled by large,
or alternatively, negative (when DT > 0 and
Dry < 0) values of Cc and often, a transition
from transgranular cleavage (TGC) to intergran-
ular fracture (IGF).

4. The accumulation of helium and hydrogen on
PAGs may also lead to NHE. We will focus on
the potential effect of large amounts of helium
on NHE, but in some cases this may be difficult
to distinguished from a corresponding high
concentration of hydrogen. The distribution of
helium on the grain boundaries is critical. For
example, a coarse distribution of large bubbles
would be expected to have a modest effect on
DTc, while a monolayer-type film of boundary
would likely be most damaging [1].

5. As noted above, NHE mechanisms are generally
associated with a transition from a TGC to IG
local fracture mode. While oversimplified, a
conceptual model of the competing effects TGC
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versus IGF is very useful. The model posits that
the TGC continues to be the fracture path of
least resistance as long as it has a lower critical
stress than that for IGF. Thus, gradual weaken-
ing of the PAGs by helium (and/or other mecha-
nisms) would not be reflected in IGF until r�ig
falls below r�c , where DTc depends synergistically
on both r�ig � r�c (<0) and Dry. Of course in real-
ity the transition would not be abrupt and the
conceptual model is oversimplified.

6. High levels of helium may also contribute an
increment of hardening beyond that due to dis-
placement damage alone. However, as noted pre-
viously, the incremental hardening appears to be
modest up to fairly high concentration
[9,10,16,76], at least at lower irradiation
temperatures.

7. A number of experimental studies have used
nickel doping to produce high concentrations of
helium by two-stage 58Ni(nth,c)� > 59Ni(nth,a)
reactions. It is well established that nickel addi-
tions result in additional hardening at lower irra-
diation temperatures [33,77–79]. This may be due
to enhancement of hardening from defect clusters
as well as fine scale nickel enriched precipitates
[80,81]. More generally, nickel additions change
the transformation temperatures and kinetics in
quenched and tempered steels, hence, modifying
the overall microstructure. Thus increases in
DTc associated with nickel doping may, or may
not, be due to helium.

8. Doping with boron isotopes (natural boron is
�0.2 10B and 0.8 11B) can also be used to produce
large quantities of helium from the 10B(n,a)6Li
thermal neutron reaction. However, the solubil-
ity of boron in steels is extremely low, and boron
doping is also confounded by (a) the non-uni-
form distributions, which tend to segregate boron
at PAGs and other interfaces and/or to form
boride precipitate phases; (b) boron’s general
effects on the microstructure and properties of
quenched and tempered alloys; (c) boron’s role
in strengthening grain boundaries; (d) the pro-
duction of equal amounts of transmutant lithium
and helium while eliminating boron; (e) very
rapid transmutation and burn-out of boron at
relatively low dpa; and, (f) at low doses, excess
dpa due to recoils from the boron n, a reactions.

9. The effects of such confounding factors can be
partially mitigated by careful experimental
designs. For example, comparisons of DT in
paired alloys doped with either 58Ni or 60Ni
(alternatively 10B or 11B) can help isolate the
independent effect of helium.

Within this framework the next section evaluates
the relation between DTc and dpa and between DTc

and Dry. The DTc/Dry relation is then used to assess
the contributions of NHE, including potential
effects of high levels of He.

3.3. Preliminary analysis of the DTc data

We carried out a similar analysis of DTc as a
function of dpa and Ti. However, in this case, the
alloy classes were analyzed separately, since there
were more significant differences between the vari-
ous steels and a common Ti binning was not as
useful. The data, which in most cases were very scat-
tered, could be reasonably fit using a simpler non-
saturating function

DT c ¼ kc

p
dpa: ð3Þ

The DTc versus
p

dpa data and kc fits are shown in
Fig. 6(a)–(c) [4,7,20,22,26,27,50–58,82–96]. Note,
these plots do not include a comprehensive database
assembled by Schneider and co-workers [93,94] on a
variety of �9Cr–W and �9Cr–Mo steels, including
some alloys with Ni additions, as well as F82H. This
database will be discussed further below. Fig. 7
shows a cross-plot of kc from the fits in Fig. 6 as a
function of Ti. The 9Cr–Mo and F82H alloys show
the lowest and highest kc, respectively, with the
9Cr–W steels generally falling between, but closer
to F82H. The Ti dependence of the kc is in reason-
able agreement with the corresponding Ti-depen-
dence of the initial irradiation hardening as shown
by the various solid and dashed lines in Fig. 7 that
are Dry(2dpa)/

p
2 multiplied by DTc/Dry conver-

sion factors of = 0.18, 0.30 and 0.38 �C/MPa for
the 9Cr–Mo, 9Cr–W and F82H, respectively. Nota-
bly, these values of DTc/Dry are much less than the
DT0/Dry � 0.58 ± 0.1 �C/MPa found for fracture
toughness reference temperature shifts [1]. In the
case of F82H, a significant DTc persists in the
Ti > 400 �C, when irradiation hardening is minimal,
or when softening is observed. Note that high, and
even negative values, of DTc/Dry are also observed
in the Schneider’s database for Ti = 450 �C.

Fig. 8 plots the available paired DTc and Dry

datasets, including results from the preliminary
assessment of Schneider’s database. In the latter
case, the Dry is based on measurements of changes
in dynamic yield stress. Fig. 8(a) shows the results
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for Ti < 400 and Fig. 8(b) is for 400 6 Ti 6 450 �C.
Where possible, the Dry are for Tt = 25 �C. How-
ever, the Tt = 25 �C data is limited for static tensile
test measurements of Dry, and the open symbols are
for cases when only Tt � Ti are available. The lines
show the nominal and ± one standard deviations
fits for static tensile data only. Note the data with
Dry < 0 are not used in these fits. Once again, the
data are highly scattered. The fitted DTc/Dry are
�0.38 ± 0.18 �C/MPa for Ti < 400 and 0.76 ±
0.42 �C/MPa for 400 6 Ti 6 450 �C bin. Schneider’s
database also showed similar trends with DTc/
Dry � 0.41 ± 0.17 �C/MPa for Ti < 400 and
0.75 ± 1.07 �C/MPa for Ti P 400 �C bin. Fig. 9
shows the DTc/Dry as function of Ti, where the sta-
tic and dynamic (d) DTc/Dry/yd were averaged over
the various Charpy Ti-bins. Error bars show the
standard deviation in each Ti bin. Both static and
dynamic DTc/Dry are �0.4 up to Ti � 360 �C,
increasing to >1 �C/MPa with very large scatter at
Ti = 450. These trends are consistent with those
observed for F82H and the 9Cr–W steels in Fig. 6,
showing that DTc/

p
dpa persists above 400 �C when

Dry is �0, or is even <0.
These results lead to two very important

conclusions:

• The DTc/Dry irradiations at Ti < 400 �C are gen-
erally less than the corresponding fracture tough-
ness indexed DT0/Dry shifts. Thus the DTc from
sub-sized Charpy tests are probably non-conser-
vative, and may seriously underestimate the
embrittlement potential of TMS alloys. Assum-
ing a nominal DT0/Dry � 0.6 ± 0.1 �C/MPa and
a maximum Dry = 600 MPa leads to an esti-
mated DT0 � 360 ± 60 �C. Later we will show
that the DTc/Dry, hence presumably DT0/Dry as
well, may be even larger for steels containing
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high levels of helium, which would likely result in
unacceptable T0 values.

• The DTc/Dry are larger for irradiations at
Ti P 400 �C; and in some cases DTc > 0 for
Dry < 0, indicating a contribution of NHE.

3.4. Non-hardening embrittlement

The persistence of DTc to higher temperatures
and large or negative values of DTc/Dry signal a
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non-hardening embrittlement (NHE) contribution.
There are several potential sources of NHE that
occur primarily at higher temperatures under ther-
mal aging conditions, including some that may also
be assisted by irradiation:

• Precipitation (Laves) and coarsening (carbides)
of brittle grain boundary phases that act as cleav-
age ‘trigger-particle’ or brittle grain boundary
fracture paths.

• Grain boundary segregation of trace impurities,
such as P, and/or depletion of beneficial elements
like C.

• Instabilities in the dislocation and lath-packet
substructures leading to larger effective subgrain
sizes.

• Development of damage, particularly on grain
boundaries, in the form of microcracks, gas bub-
bles and creep cavities. The potential for NHE by
high concentrations of helium is discussed below.

• In principle, high concentrations of transmutant
hydrogen may also be a potential source of
embrittlement in TMS. Hydrogen embrittlement
is enhanced by high strength levels, hence, may
act synergistically with irradiation hardening.
Hydrogen is associated with the reduced cohe-
sion of grain boundaries, where it is segregates
to much higher concentrations than in the bulk,
hence may also interact with other NHE mecha-
nisms, including those due to helium (see below).
However, there are no systematic studies of the
effects of hydrogen embrittlement in TMS, except
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at low temperatures following charging [97].
Post-irradiation thermal desorption studies,
including some H-ion implantation experiments,
suggest that most of the hydrogen is expected
to diffuse out at Ti P 250 �C [16,98].

NHE due to precipitation and solute segregation
can result from radiation-enhanced diffusion
(RED) and radiation induced segregation (RIS).
Further, excess fluxes of point defects enhance
structural instabilities, like dislocation recovery. In
particular, it is expected that the diffusion con-
trolled, lower leg of a time–temperature DTc C-
curve is shifted to lower temperatures by RED as
is illustrated in Fig. 10. The Ti corresponding to a
bulk RED coefficient (D*) under irradiation that is
log ta

Ta

log t

ΔTc

RED

Thermal aging

Fig. 10. Schematic illustration of the effect of radiation enhanced
diffusion (RED) on time–temperature DTc embrittlement C-
curves.
the same as the thermal diffusion coefficient (Dth)
at the higher aging temperature Ta can be estimated
from

T i ¼ T a 1� ½RT u=Qd� lnðrÞf g: ð4Þ

Here Qd is activation energy for thermal diffusion
and r is the D*/Dth ratio at Ti. Assuming a reason-
able value of r = 104 at a dose rate of
3 · 10�7 dpa/s and Qd = 300 kJ/mole, Eq. (4) pre-
dicts a Ti � 405 �C for Ta = 600 �C. The NHE
kinetics would be further accelerated if irradiation
enhances other rate limiting steps like precipitate
nucleation or dissolution. Note, however, the effects
of RED on grain boundary dominated transport
processes are likely to be less significant and have
not been modeled. Further, NHE associated with
RED processes like precipitation are bounded by
factors such as solute depletion, or may transform
to slower kinetics, like coarsening versus growth of
a brittle phase.

The limited data on thermal embrittlement of
TMS alloys [24,25,74,75,99] is summarized in
Fig. 11 as DTc versus ta plots for various alloys
and Ta. Notably, significant DTc are observed for
aging ta 6 10000 h in the Ta range from 500 to
650 �C. As expected, DTc increases with ta and Ta.
The apparently linear increase with ta and the rather
modest Ta-dependence are not understood. This
NHE due to thermal aging is probably primarily
due to precipitation of brittle Laves (nominally
Fe2W) phases on the grain boundaries. Thus, as
expected, the alloy JLS-2 with 3% W has a some-
what larger DTc compared to F82H with 2% W.
The legend in Fig. 11 also shows the equivalent tem-
perature under RED conditions based on Eq. (4)
and the parameters cited above.

Fig. 12 plots an embrittlement time (or inverse
rate) parameter ln(ta/DTc) versus Ta for the F82H
TMS alloy. The dashed line shows the prediction
of Eq. (4) and associated parameters for the effect
of RED. The open diamonds show the correspond-
ing embrittlement rate for the irradiated data shown
in Fig. 7 at �400 and 510 �C for a dpa rate of
3.5 · 10�7/s (�10 dpa/year). The NHE data in
Fig. 12 is in reasonable agreement with the pre-
dicted effect of RED, but has a temperature-depen-
dence that is opposite to that predicted by the
simple model. In part, this may be due to ignoring
a contribution to DTc from irradiation hardening
at 400 �C and a possible softening effect at
�500 �C. However, these results do indicate that
significant DTc associated with irradiation enhanced
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NHE processes can be expected at Ti > 400 �C.
While such NHE may or may not itself be a major
problem, it will likely interact synergistically with
other hardening and NHE mechanisms, thus poten-
tially producing a significant contribution to DTc.

NHE is often accompanied by a transition from
transgranular cleavage fracture (TGC) to intergran-
ular fracture (IGF) along weakened PAGs or other
boundaries. As discussed elsewhere [1], the transi-
tion to IGF can be conceptually linked to gradual
decrease of a critical grain boundary fracture stress
r�ig to the point where it falls below the critical stress,
r�c , for TGF. Developing an IGF DTc model is an
important future objective.
3.5. He effects on fast fracture and embrittlement

Since the effects of fusion relevant helium levels
on hardening appear to be modest, the major issue
is the potential role of helium in NHE. The frame-
work outlined above has been incorporated in
recent experiments. For example, a single variable
experiment is being carried out to compare the
DT0, Dry and Ck for TMS doped with 58Ni and
60Ni isotopes as well as natural Ni; and another
experiment is planned that will use alloys doped
with 10B and 11B isotopes. However, these principles
are generally not reflected in past studies. Indeed,
most previous experiments did not even include ten-
sile specimens to provide Dry data as a complement
to the DTc measurements from sub-sized Charpy
tests; and even the simple expedient of microhard-
ness measurements to estimate irradiation harden-
ing was rarely exploited. Further, there have been
relatively few fractographic studies to characterize
the local fracture mode, and any transitions from
TGC to IGF in irradiated alloys as a function of
helium content.

Nevertheless, it is still possible to analyze existing
data to try to detect, and even quantitatively esti-
mate, the potential helium NHE by examining the
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relation between DTc and Dry and/or Cc = DTc/Dry.
Large increases in Cc with increasing helium signal a
NHE helium contribution and vice versa. Of course,
even if Cc appears to increase with helium, a corre-
sponding NHE is not assured due to the confound-
ing factors. Further, uncertainties in Cc must also be
considered. Even relatively optimistic estimates of
uncertainties of only ±10 �C in DTc and ± 20 MPa
in Dry mean uncertainties in Cc of � ± 10/DTc

(�C/MPa) for an actual Cc = 0.4 �C/MPa. Thus a
relatively large scatter in Cc values should be
entirely anticipated, particularly at small DTc, and
it is always useful to examine DT versus Dry scatter
plots as well as the trends in Cc. Of course there are
other indicators of helium to NHE. The most signif-
icant is the transition from TGC to IGF above some
critical level of helium [10,12,16].

There are pertinent data from spallation proton
irradiations based on the so-called small punch
tests (sp) that can be used to estimate both irradi-
ation hardening and transition temperature shifts
[12,13]. However, the small punch technique is
not a true fracture test per se. An effective yield
stress (ryp) and corresponding irradiation harden-
ing (Dryp) are evaluated based on the nonlinearities
in punch load–displacement curves. An effective
transition temperature (Tsp) and corresponding
irradiation induced shifts (DTsp) are determined
by plotting the integrated load–displacement
energy at fracture, measured at the point of a large
load drop, as a function of the test temperature.
Since small punch tests inherently involve static,
low constraint conditions, with small values of M

(or ratios of the maximum principal stress relative
to the ry), the brittle (TGC or IGF) to ductile tran-
sition, if any, occurs at temperatures that are much
lower than for standard, and even sub-sized,
Charpy impact tests; and the corresponding shifts
in DTsp, due to irradiation embrittlement, are also
much lower than DTc. An empirical adjustment of
DT ðspÞ

c � 2:5DT sp is used here to evaluate DT ðspÞ
c

and Cc [12,13,15,100,101]. Finally, while highly
unusual in steels, brittle fracture may also occur
in tensile tests with lower bound values of M � 1.
As noted above this implies a very low value of
the critical brittle fracture stress. However, even
in a tensile test, M is somewhat greater than 1 in
the necked region beyond the uniform strain limit.
The maximum M increases with necking, and can
be related to the reduction in area at fracture and
the corresponding tri-axial stress state in the
necked region.
Fig. 13(a) and (b) summarizes the very limited
available Charpy-tensile test DTc versus Dry data
with helium variations in nominally similar alloys
with and without nickel or boron doping for irradi-
ations at �300 and 400 �C, respectively [26,52,55,
56,82,87,91,102]. Helium content shown in paren-
thesis is common for both Charpy and tensile spec-
imens except for some cases where data for a
common condition are not available; in these cases,
both values of (Charpy/tensile) specimens are
shown. The dashed lines indicate the scatter in the
general database for DTc versus Dry. Two data sets
are for a 9CrMo alloy both undoped and doped
with 2% Ni irradiated at 300 and 400 �C. The nickel
doping results in increases in helium from �14 to
234 and 33 to 369 appm in these two cases, respec-
tively. Both the doped and undoped alloys fall on
virtually the same DTc versus Dry line with
Cc � 0.40 �C/MPa at 300 �C and Cc � 0.82 �C/
MPa at 400 �C. Thus while the nickel addition
increases the Dry in both these cases, there is no
independent NHE effect of either nickel, or helium,
indicated by this data set. The corresponding DTc

for a 9Cr2W alloy doped with 2% nickel irradiated
at �300 �C with �115 appm He falls slightly above
the DTc versus Dry line for the corresponding
undoped steel with �5 appm helium, with Cc of
0.44 and 0.32 �C/MPa, respectively. However, both
are well within the overall DTc versus Dry and Cc

scatter band. A generally similar result is found
for natural B doped F82H and JLF1 steels irradi-
ated at 300 �C, with �23–40 appm He, compared
to undoped alloys with �3 appm He. These results
may suggest a slightly stronger effect of boron com-
pared to nickel doping, with values of �0.53 and
0.75 (high helium) versus 0.43 and 0.58 (low
helium), respectively.

The DTc versus Dry for the 12Cr1Mo Ni-doped
and undoped alloys in Fig. 13(a) and (b) also show
no effect of helium and the data all fall within the
normal scatter bands [26,91,102]. However, a recent
review paper included 300 �C data on F82H doped
with various isotopes of B showed a systematic
increase of Cc with increasing helium up to
340 appm [103]. Thus these results may also suggest
a stronger effect of boron compared to nickel dop-
ing, perhaps due to B segregation to PAGs. Overall,
however, the limited nickel and boron doping data
show little effect of helium on Cc up to concentra-
tions �350 appm.

Dai and co-workers have reported a nearly linear
correlation between the helium level and DTsp for
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spallation proton irradiations of 9Cr1Mo T91 and
F82H steels at nominal temperatures between �80
and 275 �C from �2.5 to 9.4 dpa producing �140
to 770 appm He [12,13]. Note the temperatures,
He levels and dpa generally increase in tandem.
Fig. 13(c) plots the small punch DT ðspÞ

c versus Dryp

data. The helium levels and nominal irradiation
temperatures are shown in the parenthesis near each
data point. At the intermediate helium levels, the
data fall in the lower region of the overall DTc ver-
sus Dry scatter band for this irradiation temperature
range shown by the dashed lines. Jia and Dai also
noted the fact that these data fall in the general scat-
ter band of DT versus dpa for neutron irradiations
[13]. However, there is a distinct break in the
DT ðspÞ
c versus Dryp trend for the data points at

680 appm He in F82H and 770 appm He in T91.
Although the corresponding Csp values are neither
particularly high nor anomalous, the onset of signif-
icant amounts of IGF are observed in these cases,
suggesting the emergence of a NHE contribution
at very high helium levels. Note, IGF is readily
observed both on the fracture surfaces and as a
network of grain boundary cracks on the bottom
surface of the small punch disc as shown in the
micrographs taken from Ref. [12] (Fig. 13(d) and
(e)).

Of course, the SP-irradiation results based on
small punch tests do not represent a single variable
experiment, and interpretations of this data should
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be viewed with considerable caution. For example,
high levels of hydrogen and other transmutation
products may also play a role in the larger Cc

observed at the highest spallation proton dose, con-
founding unambiguous conclusions about the
effects of helium acting alone. Fig. 13(c) also shows
DT ðspÞ

c versus Drym data for 36 MeV a-ion irradia-
tions to 100 and 600 appm He at 115 ± 35 �C based
on assessments of DTsp and hardening evaluated
using Vickers microhardness tests (Drym) [15]. In
this case, the DT ðspÞ

c versus Drym data fell near the
top of the general scatter-band, but there is essen-
tially no effect of higher helium on the DT ðspÞ

c versus
Drym relation.

Another useful source of paired DTc–Dryd data
has been developed by Schneider and co-workers
on a variety of steels that ‘happen to have’ different
natural boron contents [21,22,91,92]. The Schneider
database includes mixed spectrum neutron irradia-
tions from 0.2 to 2.4 dpa at temperatures between
250 and 450 �C that produce up to �120 appm
helium. Based on empirical plots of DTc versus
helium for subsets of this database, various authors
[20,23] have also suggested a dominant role of
helium on embrittlement. Indeed, fits to the overall
database for Ti < 400 �C do result in a weak corre-
lation that would indicate a strong effect of helium,
that would, if true, result in an enormous
DTc � 1080 �C at 1000 appm He. Note, the 450 �C
data indicates that DTc decreases with increasing
helium, but is excluded from this analysis, since
the Cc are very scattered and, as expected, are on
average systematically larger than those observed
at lower irradiation temperatures, indicating a
NHE mechanism that is not related to helium. This
is consistent with other observations of increased Cc

at higher irradiation temperatures, but is not perti-
nent to the assessment of NHE due to helium. Even
restricting the analysis to 400 �C or less, the DTc ver-
sus helium data is very scattered and the statistical
significance of the apparent correlation is low, with
r2 � 0.21.

However, a much more significant shortcoming
of this sort of analysis is that it neglects the large
range of Dryd in the irradiated steels. This masks
the combined effects of both differences in dose
(dpa) as well as the wide range of metallurgical vari-
ables representing the various alloys in the Schnei-
der database. Both Dry and Cc = DTc/Dry (here,
the dynamic yield stress increase) hence the corre-
sponding DTc, depend on these variables, in a way
that is largely independent of either the alloy boron
or helium content. Note, Cc itself also increases with
Dry and depends on the alloy microstructure and
unirradiated Charpy properties [5]. At lower irradi-
ation temperatures, Dry is the most significant fac-
tor in controlling DTc, thus it must be accounted
for before attempting to evaluate any potential
effects of any other variables.

Notably, three of the alloys with the highest
boron contents in the Schneider database also
contained significant quantities of nickel (0.66–
0.92% Ni). At 300 �C, the Dryd in these nickel-bear-
ing alloys is higher by an overall average factor of
�1.6 ± 0.25 relative to a set of nominally similar
nickel free alloys. Indeed, there is a systematic over-
all correlation between Dry and the alloy nickel con-
tent. The nickel sensitivity of Dry decreases with
increasing Ti, dropping significantly between 350
and 400 �C. Fig. 14(a) shows that the DTc versus
Dry generally fall in the same scatter band as the lar-
ger overall database for �8Cr TMS, as shown by
the dashed lines. Fig. 14(b) plots the corresponding
Cc = DTc/Dry as a function of helium content. Least
squares fits show an apparent effect of higher helium
increasing DTc only for the data for irradiations at
250 �C; and in that case, the effect of helium is pri-
marily manifested in the range below 50 appm He,
so is not very credible. The fits for the largest set
of data for irradiations at 300 �C show only a very
weak apparent effect of helium, while at higher tem-
peratures there is a negative association between
helium and Cc. A best fit to all the Cc data in the
Schneider database for irradiations at Ti 6 400 �C
shown by the solid line, indicates a very weak,
statistically insignificant, negative effect of helium.
These results are not surprising, since all but one
data point is below 100 appm helium. The scatter
in Cc = 0.41 ± 0.2 �C/MPa, shown by the horizon-
tal dashed lines, is very consistent with the corre-
sponding values for the larger overall TMS alloy
database.

The band bounded by the short dashed lines on
Fig. 14(c) represent the general scatter plot for the
Cc found in the previous analysis, indicating no,
or a weak, effect of helium up to �350 appm.
Fig. 14(c) also shows the relation between Csp and
helium for the SP irradiation test data from Dai
and Kasada as heavy dashed lines [12,15] normal-
ized to a typical value of 0.4 �C/MPa at lower
helium levels. The normalized Cc for the small
punch test data exceed 1 �C/MPa at the highest
helium level, consistent with a significant NHE of
helium and the observation of IGF.
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Another data set published by Henry and co-
workers [10], at least indirectly pertinent to the issue
of NHE, are the results of tensile tests at 25 and
250 �C following SP irradiations of a 9Cr1Mo
(EM10) steel in various thermo-mechanical treat-
ment conditions at �260 �C to �9.8 dpa and
750 appm He. The alloy conditions included as-tem-
pered (AT), as-quenched (AQ) and tempered and
cold-worked (CW). A strong effect of the alloy
thermo-mechanical treatment and test temperature
was observed in this dataset. In three cases the spec-
imens failed after considerable deformation at
reductions in area (RA) from about 44% to 48%
that were somewhat less than the corresponding
RA of 58–68% in the unirradiated condition. The
RA ductility varied with test temperature and
thermo-mechanical treatment condition and
increased with decreasing ry (given in the parenthe-
sis) in the order AT at 250 �C (960 MPa); AT at
25 �C (1150 MPa) and CW at 25 �C (1220 MPa).
The fracture surfaces were a mixture of ductile
microvoid coalescence and cleavage, with some
IGF and transverse cracking. Assuming there is
no strain hardening, the average fracture stress in
the necked region is on the order of �2000 MPa,
consistent with typical values of r�c for cleavage.
Indeed, the principal tri-axial stress would be even
higher in the necked region, and this may compen-
sate for some level of strain softening. The AQ alloy
tested at 25 �C had the largest ry of 1320 MPa and
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lowest ductility with a RA of only 2% and �100%
IGF. Given the small amount of necking prior to
fracture it is not unreasonable to assume that
r�ig ¼ ry � 1300 MPa, which is much lower than typ-
ical values of r�c . This low value may at least in part be
due to the high level of helium. This conclusion is sup-
ported by the observation that the fracture mode was
�100% ductile microvoid coalescence after neutron
irradiations of the AQ alloy to a slightly higher
strength ry � 1330 MPa. A comparison of the frac-
ture surfaces for the neutron and spallation proton
irradiations is shown in Fig. 15 [10,19].

Jung and co-workers [14] have reported the
results of tensile tests at 25 and 250 �C on EM10
and T91 after high-energy a-implantation at
250 �C to 0.8 dpa and 5000 appm He. These irradi-
ations result in high ry = 1079 to 1217 MPa accom-
panied by very low ductility with the reduction in
area (RA) �0% along with �100% IGF. The ductil-
ity was much higher and the ry much lower after a-
implantations at 550 �C. The RA was also much
lower for T91 tensile tests at 550 �C compared to
25 �C.

While no firm conclusions can be drawn from the
tensile data, it is extremely significant that �100%
IGF is observed at normal stress levels in the range
of �1100 MPa (5000 appm He) to 1300 MPa
(750 appm He). Further the results suggest that in
addition to helium itself, NHE and IGF also depend
on both the irradiation and test temperatures. Of
course the presence of cracks or notches and/or high
loading rates would make materials that are brittle
even in a static tensile test, even more so in normal
static fracture tests as well as under dynamic loading
conditions.
Fig. 15. Tensile fracture surfaces of an AQ 9CrMo steel after (a) neutron
�250 �C, showing ductile and IGF, respectively [from Refs. [10,19]].
Based on the observation of an apparent helium
enhanced Cc = DTc/Dry > 0.4 �C/MPa it is reason-
able to assume that the corresponding toughness
reference temperature shift would also increase with
high helium to C0 = DT0/Dry > 0.6 �C/MPa. In
combination with the model for Dry(dpa,Ti) as
shown in Fig. 4, this hypothesis can be used to con-
struct a simple model for DTc and DT0 as

DT c=0 � Cc=0ðHeÞDryðdpa;T iÞ: ð5Þ

Based on the normalized Csp(He) trends in
Fig. 14(c), we crudely estimate the Cc/k(He) as

Cc=0ðHeÞ ¼ ð0:4 or 0:6Þþ 0:0007ðHe� 500Þ �C=MPa

5006He6 1500; ð6aÞ
Cc=0ðHeÞ ¼ 1:1 or 1:3 �C=MPa He> 1500: ð6bÞ

Here we have taken the absolute rate of increase of
Csp with helium above the threshold; using the nor-
malized value would increase the helium coefficient
by about a factor of �2. Fig. 16 shows the resulting
DT0 and DTc predictions for Ti = 300 �C for typical
fusion reactor (Fig. 16(a), He/dpa = 10 appm/dpa)
and SP irradiation (Fig. 16(b), He/dpa = 100
appm/dpa) environments. Fig. 16 also shows the
additional effect of dynamic ðe0dÞ versus static ðe0sÞ
loading rate on the total shift. The T0 shift due to dy-
namic loading, DTd, is given by a strain rate compen-
sated temperature Td which is higher than the
equivalent static fracture temperature using the
expression [104,105]

DT d ¼ T s ½1þ 0:035 lnðe0d=e0sÞ� � 1
� �

: ð7Þ

The predicted shifts are large from hardening alone
and become enormous at high He levels. Assuming
a starting Tc/0 of �100 �C, the irradiated Tc/0/d
and (b) spallation proton irradiations to the similar levels of ry at
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quickly reach values in excess of the irradiation tem-
perature (�300 �C). Notably, T0/d values of 400 �C
would result in unacceptable median toughness val-
ues of <40 MPa

p
m, as well as lower shelf bounding

toughness. However, it is important to emphasize
that these plots cannot be viewed as ‘predictions’,
but rather they are meant to emphasize the potential
importance of the synergistic high helium-high
hardening effects.

4. Discussion, summary and conclusions

The work reported here on developing and ana-
lyzing a comprehensive database on irradiation
effects on the mechanical properties of �8Cr TMS
alloys should be viewed as a first step, work in
progress in a long-term effort. However, the preli-
minary evaluation of the Ti and dpa-dependence
of irradiation hardening, Dry, and embrittlement,
DTc, has provided considerable insight that will help
to guide future research. First, it is clear that the
existing database is not sufficient. Future experi-
ments must strive to avoid uncontrolled variables
and confounding variable combinations, as well as
to provide sufficient detail to be compatible with
inclusion in a high quality database. Such details
should include explicit estimates of uncertainties in
key parameters, such as the irradiation temperature,
Ti.

In spite of the limitations in the database, how-
ever, our analysis provided a first-iteration semi-
empirical model of the dpa, Ti and Tt dependence
of Dry and DTc. This model will be refined in the
future, but demonstrates that very large Dry

approaching 500–600 MPa can be anticipated at
high doses at Ti around 300 �C, especially at lower
Tt. There appears to be little systematic difference
between hardening produced by spallation proton
(SP) and neutron irradiations with very high and
low He/dpa ratios, respectively. Our analysis also
shows that neutron irradiation embrittlement is
dominated by hardening below Ti � 400 �C for
helium levels up to �400 appm. However, the hard-
ening-shift coefficient, Cc = DTc/Dry, for sub-sized
Charpy tests, is lower than for fracture toughness
reference temperature shifts, DT0. Thus DTc is a
non-conservative measure of embrittlement. Clearly,
future irradiation experiments must focus on estab-
lishing a comprehensive DT0 database as well as for
other fracture toughness properties, like ductile
tearing resistance.

Our analysis also suggests that a non-hardening
embrittlement (NHE) contribution to DTc occurs
at Ti > 400 �C. The NHE can be rationalized on
the basis of decreases in thermal aging temperatures
due to radiation enhanced diffusion (RED), typi-
cally occurring at temperatures >500 �C. While
probably not a major issue per se, such NHE may
act synergistically with hardening and other NHE
mechanisms, such as those due to high concentra-
tion of and helium and possibly hydrogen.

We have collected and analyzed a variety of data
pertinent to the issue of the effect of helium on fast
fracture by evaluating the relation between DTc and
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Dry. The hardening-shift relation was assessed both
in terms of DTc versus Dry scatter plots and trends
in Cc = D Tc/Dry. Large values of Cc, as well as
transition from TGC to IGF, at high helium con-
centrations were used as signatures of possible
NHE due to helium. While the data is scattered,
and to some degree confounded by uncontrolled
variables, the results suggest that up to concentra-
tions several hundred appm, helium has little effect
on Cc or DTc. However, at higher concentrations
generated in SP and HI irradiations, the data is con-
sistent with the hypothesis that accumulation of
helium sufficiently weakens grain boundaries to
the point where a NHE effect emerges as signaled
by both higher Cc and IGF. This hypothesis is also
supported by the results of tensile tests on TMS in
both high strength irradiated state and implanted
with very high concentrations of helium. Notably,
previous fractography studies to characterize IGF
have been very limited and should be a major focus
of future work.
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